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The Official Newsletter of the Four State QRP Group – WQ5RP
August 2019 Edition
In this issue: Understanding 10 meter Sporadic-E, Great 4SQRP Logo Contest Winner,
Portable Masts by KØEMT, Information on SOTA and Parks on the Air,
An exciting issue this quarter. In the May issue Paula Uscian, K9IR had an excellent piece on
SOTA operating. In this issue we have included information on how to participate. Another
program for those that are not as adventurous, operating portable from parks in your area.
Recently England has started their own program for Parks on the Air. Listen for some portable
DX. http://www.southgatearc.org/news/2019/august/parks-on-the-air.htm
Last year at OzarkCon you may recall a program by Bryan, KØEMT on Portable Masts. Bryan has
been kind enough to share his information from this presentation with us in this issue as the
Feature Article.
In case you have missed it, the club has several new kits including the Nouveau 75, Cricket 40
and 4S-High Pass Filter. Order yours today. http://www.4sqrp.com/kitIndex.php
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Summits on the Air!
New to SOTA?
SOTA has been carefully designed to
make participation possible for all
Radio Amateurs and Shortwave
Listeners - this is not just for
mountaineers! There are awards for
activators (those who ascend to the
summits) and chasers (who either
operate from home, a local hilltop or
are even Activators on other summits).
See the 'Joining In' section of the website for lots of information, advice, rules, guidelines and our
FAQs.
SOTA is fully operational in nearly a hundred countries across the world. Each country has its own
Association which defines the recognized SOTA summits within that Association. Each summit
earns the activators and chasers a score which is related to the height of the summit. Certificates
are available for various scores, leading to the prestigious "Mountain Goat" and "Shack Sloth"
trophies. An Honor Roll for Activators and Chasers is maintained at the SOTA online database.
SOTA is designed to be compatible with other mountain users. Please see our environmental
statement for details.
https://www.sota.org.uk/
Visit http://www.sotawatch.org/ for the latest spots and upcoming activations.

Reprinted with permission
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Welcome to KFF, the home of World Wide Flora and Fauna in the United States. Part of the
International Parks program for Amateur Radio. A place for Radio Amateurs to find information on how
to chase parks around the world.
There are a few ways you can keep up with happenings at KFF. Many of our members post their spots
to our FaceBook page. You can also post questions and have the content delivered right to your e-mail
box using our e-mail reflector on Groups.io. Finally, there is our blog that is updated with any big
news, stories from the field, and other updates.
It helps to use the frequencies that are known as the Flora and Fauna frequencies:



Phone: 3.744, 7.144 (7.184), 14.244, 18.144, 21.244, 24.944, 28.444
CW: 3.544, 7.024 (7.044), 10.124, 14.044, 18.084, 21.044, 24.894, 28.044

https://wwffkff.wordpress.com/
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Portable Masts
de Bryan, kØemt

Why a mast?
When you are a ham radio operator that likes to operate portable you will eventually run into the
situation where there is no preexisting antenna support available. Or perhaps, not enough support is
available. What are you going to do when you find yourself on a hilltop or in a field with no trees or
means to support your antenna? This is where a having a mast comes into play.
Why fiberglass?
Masts can be found in a variety of materials. Steel, carbon fiber, painters pole, fiberglass… So, why
do we choose the fiberglass mast? The fiberglass mast is pretty much RF transparent and strong.
When purchasing a mast, be sure to closely check the material specification. Carbon fiber poles
look pretty much identical. However, carbon fiber poles can cause undesirable interactions with your
antenna.
High quality masts are available from Jackite and SOTA BEAMS. Some masts are available with a
push button locking sections. This article is going to assume that you have a mast that uses a friction
fit between sections.

Case & Transporting
The fabric case that the mast comes in is really only intended to protect the mast in shipping. It
won’t take too long and the mast will start to wear through it with typical use.
I was able to deconstruct the original case (with a seam ripper). I then used that as the basis for a
pattern to make a new case. The new case was made with cotton batik fabric. This is a very tightly
woven and strong fabric. I also reinforced the bottom of the case with additional padding (batting)
sandwiched between a second layer of fabric. At the top of the case the fabric flap is folded over. I
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also added a second layer of thick fabric to this part of the case as well. This was exactly where the
original case had the mast cap wear through it.
I chose brightly colored fabrics in orange and green. I chose these colors for added visibility while
hiking and in case the case was dropped or blown away during the outing.
Mitigate the chance of losing the case by securing it to your pack or other gear when you’ve
removed the mast. You can simply tie it in an overhand knot over a pack strap. I’ve also used the
case itself to secure the mast to a support.
I’ve used a hook and loop strap along with a carabiner to secure the mast to a back pack. You
might also find a Quirky(tm) strap useful in securing your mast in your pack. I’ve thought about
adding a daisy chain or molle style line of webbing down the case as well. That would really provide
some flexibility with how to attach it to your pack.
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Modifications
One of the first things that happens with a new mast in the field is that you lose the rubber cap that
keeps all your sections from falling out.
The first step in not losing your cap is to make a small hole in the rubber cap. You’ll then pass a
small cord through it. Next tie a knot in the cord on the inside of the cap. Optionally, tie it to a small
washer to reduce the chance of it pulling through. I opted to go through the side of the cap with my
cord. You may want to go through the flat top.
Now with the other end, tie it around the largest exterior section of the mast. Yep, it can slip and
slide off. Wrap that with a nice piece of vinyl electrical tape like Scotch 3M Super 33+.
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Let’s take a look at the bottom of the mast. You’ll find a hard cap here. It isn’t unusual to use the
mast like a walking stick or have it in your back pack while hiking. With these activities all of the
elements inside the mast are being jostled up and down. The weight of the elements repeatedly
slamming against the hard plastic butt cap will eventually cause the cap to break.
Address this by removing the butt cap and putting some padding here. I used some scraps of
fabric with quilt batting in them.

Cleaning
On initial receipt of your fiberglass mast, I suggest that you carefully disassemble it for cleaning.
You will also want to make a routine of cleaning the mast after several deployments or particularly
windy or dusty operations.
Your mast operates by having interlocking sections that are held in place by friction. If the contact
areas are dirty they may not hold as well. Having sections of a deployed mast spontaneously collapse
is not a fun experience and can be dangerous. The grime and grit may also wear the contact areas
reducing their ability to maintain a snug fit.
Clean your mast with a damp micro fiber cloth rag. Gently run over the exterior of all of the mast
sections. Also, take care to gently clean the insides of the mast sections. You may be able to use a
rifle cleaning rod to push the rag through the section. Do not force the rag as you don’t want to split
the section!
After all sections have been cleaned and are dry, reassemble your mast.
One of the first things you do when you get in the field is break the tip on the mast. This is
especially true for the 20’ super cheap masts. The top section on them is extremely fragile, thin and
flexible with an immensely unusable cord leader tip.
Despite your best intentions, when you are putting up your antenna you will at some point in time
pull the cord end line you have attached to the insulator to take up some slack. When you are in line
with the support line, antenna and mast you aren’t seeing how much you are pulling on the mast.
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Either you or a spotter needs to be able to take a position that gives them a point of view to see the
support line, antenna and mast broadside. When we rush it is inevitable that the worst can happen.
I suggest you go ahead and remove that top section entirely. Then add a new tip to the next
smaller section. If you are patient, order a tip similar to what is on the end of the Jackite brand mast.
If you need the replacement in hand today, go to your local sporting goods store that carries rod tip
replacements. The store I went to had a guide that you could put the end of the mast section in to so
you would know which tip to purchase.
Consider if the replacement tip will not nest through the sections below. If not, you’ll need to first
make sure to assemble all sections before putting on the replacement tip. Once it has been added
you’ll no longer be able to fully disassemble the mast.
Now that you have the new tip in hand, get a piece of heat shrink to help secure it once in place.
Slide it on before you put the tip on. Epoxy or glue gun the tip into place. Heat shrink around the
base of it. Do not crimp!

Operation
When extending the mast, you’ll start by pulling out the smallest section. Pull it until you feel it snug
up against the section below it. Now pull both sections at the same time. The top section up, the
bottom section down and apply a slight twisting motion.
When collapsing the mast, you start at the bottom most sections. Grasp the bottom most section.
Hold it in place. Apply slight twisting motion to bottom of the section above it while gently pushing
down.
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If you were to start with a top skinny section when collapsing the mast, it is possible for that
section to fall all the way into the base of the mast causing issues when you try to nest subsequent
sections.
When I have a large tip on the rod, I can use a Nite-Ize(tm) S-biner directly in the tip. With a tip
like on the Jackite(tm) pole I like to use a small portion of cord through the tip to a Nite-Ize(tm) Sbiner. This allows me to easily clip in/out the antenna wire. The smooth surfaces of the S-biner allow
to the wire to more easily pass through.

Supporting the mast
Check the rules in your area regarding soil disruption (can you put up a mast and guy it?)
Also, check what you may be prohibited from using as an antenna support. For the state of
Missouri, check the Rules of Department of Natural Resources, Division 90, Chapter 2.
https://www.sos.mo.gov/cmsimages/adrules/csr/current/10csr/10c90-2.pdf Of particular interest to
us is: 10 CSR 90-2.040 Park Property, items (4)(A)1 and (4)(A)2.
(4) Trees, Shrubbery, Lawns, etc. (A) No person shall:
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1. Cut, carve, or injure the bark, or break off limbs or branches or mutilate in any way, or pick
the flowers of any plant species within any state park or state historic site;
2. Dig in or otherwise disturb or destroy grass areas, or lawns, pile debris or material of any
kind on state park or state historic site grounds or attach any rope, wire, or other contrivance
thereto; or
When I guy my mast, I use 2.5mm cord for my guy lines. The cord I use is of a high-visibility color
with a night time reflective element as well. When deploying an antenna with a guyed mast, I use 5
stakes. Guying of the mast uses 3 stakes. One stake is used for strain relief of the wire antenna at the
feed point side and one is for securing the far end of the antenna. Assuming, an inverted V type of
deployment with an additional insulator and length of cord at far end of antenna. When setting up, be
careful to not use too much downward pressure. That could cause the mast to collapse.
For guying the 20’ mast, my guy lines are 15’ long. I use the plastic lid off of a bottle of juice. I
used a drill press to drill 3 smaller holes near the edge of the cap. They are 120 degrees apart. I then
used a step drill bit to drill the center hole. If you’ve replaced the tip on your mast, you’ll likely need to
make this hole bigger. If you put the guy ring too high, the mast will bend and flex. You’ll most likely
break the tip. If the guy ring is too low, you won’t be able to keep the mast upright. Line tensioners
are at the end of each of the 3 lines. This lets me adjust the tension on the guy line. With this smaller,
lighter weight mast, I use small aluminum tent stakes. When tearing down the setup, wind all 3 lines
on the winder at the same time. Winders pictured courtesy of WØODJ.
When working with the 31’ Jackite(tm) mast, I use longer cords, and bigger stakes. Each cord gets
its’ own winder. I made the guy ring from 3 key ring fobs. The kind that have a ring on one end and a
small carabiner on the other end. The carabiners go on one end of the cord. Remove the ring from
two key fobs. Add those two fobs to the ring that still has a fob attached. When you go to set up, clip
the carabiner into the end of key fob.
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I also keep all of the gear necessary to support a mast together in a clear heavy duty ziplock bag.
In addition to the guying stuff I carry straps and gear ties. I made my straps from a heavier material
with a rough texture and metal buckles. I tried other straps that were thinner and had slicker (to the
touch) finish. When any pressure was applied to them from inside, they would just pull right open.
Nite-Ize(tm) gear ties are a heavy wire in a rubber coated casing. They are like a big sandwich
bread tie that is reusable.
Straps and gear ties can be used for securing the mast to 4x4 posts, fence posts, deck rails, picnic
tables, etc.
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You may also use a tripod to support your mast. The Rohn(tm) tripod is a very sturdy and heavy
support. Since it is intended for roof mounting, there are holes in the feet. You can optionally put a
stake through the holes. Some people tie a weight down from the inside center of the tripod. Others
will run a strap down from the center to a screw in stake. With this kind of tripod you’ll want to take
some care as to how you will keep mast from moving about in the center hole.
Camera or speaker tripods are also an option. However, you will likely have to add some additional
support with these lighter weight tripods.

If you are not in rocky soil you might find a PVC tube with a spike a solution for quick deployment.
You may also be able to repurpose a fishing rod holder.
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You may find yourself in some areas where you must be completely self-supporting. In this
situation you may find a drive on mount useful. With this mount, you drive your car tire on to the flat
metal plate and there is a tube that you place your mast into.
If you have a vehicle with a receiver you can utilize a hitch mount. When using this type of mount,
be careful to not damage the finish of the mast, or crush it. The mount pictured is of my own design.
John, AAØZC, SK, built it for me. It is shown holding a section of 5’ metal mast. More details about
this mount can be found on my website http://k0emt.dbbear.com/projant/mastmount/index.html.
When using with a fiberglass mast, I’ll turn the collar around so that the bolt ends push against the
mount and not the mast.
Conclusion
VK5STU put out a nice video that was the inspiration behind my presentation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbUQQm0UDQ0&list=PLvJe2ilaQS_p_nJRxosU3DfzEMsWNVoF&index=12&t=9s
My lightning presentation at OzarkCon can be seen here: https://youtu.be/EZFg_DHXCk?list=PLvJe2ilaQS_p_nJRxosU3DfzEMsWNVo-F&t=1092 It was recorded by NSE labs.
I hope you have found this information useful and that it will enhance your portable operating
experience. If you have any portable mast tips and tricks to share, feel free to contact me directly or
bring it up in the group email list.
72 de Bryan, kØemt
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Understanding 10 Meter Sporatic-E
By "James R. Duffey" <jamesd1@flash.net>
In the late spring and early summer 10 meters comes alive with signals, some strong, some weak, most
within 1400 miles; a few from farther out. Signals can come and go quickly or stay in all day. Signals
can be very strong or extremely weak. The signals can all be from the same geographical location, or
they can be spread out all over the country.
This happens even if the solar flux is low. What is this propagation phenomena? It is sporadic-E skip,
sometimes called E skip, and sometimes just short skip. Sporadic-E skip is caused by large patches of
ionization in the E-layer of the ionosphere. The exact cause of these patches is not well known, but they
are associated with wind shear and some think they are connected with high towering thunder storms.
These patches of ionization are not caused by solar activity as is the ionization in the F layer that we are
more familiar with.
Since the E-layer is about 70 miles high, single skip is limited to about 1400 miles (this can be easily
proved and is left as an exercise to the reader). Double skip is possible, but because of the patchy nature
of the ionization, double skip requires two patches at the right distance apart, which are not always
readily available.
E-layer skip occurs most often from 0900 to 1100 and 1900 and 2300 local time (not UTC!), although it
can occur at any time of the day. It is most common between Mid-May and Mid-July, with a secondary
season between Mid-December and January. So look for it on mornings, and evenings during Christmas
break.
The best way to find an opening is to monitor 10 meters. There are a number of beacons scattered
around the country between 28.2 and 28.3 MHz. Often these beacons can be heard weakly when the
band is otherwise closed. When the band is open at all there is almost always someone on 28.4 MHz
SSB, so that is a good frequency to check first. No I don't know why most hams prefer round numbers.
The Ten-Ten crowd hangs out around 28.345 so that is also a good place to check. Those paper chasers
are always alert to a band opening and call CQ with the slightest encouragement. [Note: another major
10 meter SSB frequency is 28.495 Mhz.]
For some reason there is little CW activity during Sporadic-E 10 meter openings, but Novices, not
knowing this, call anyway. My experience is that I am more likely to find a CW contact on the 10 Meter
Novice band than in the General portion of the band during a sporadic-E 10 meter opening.
There are a number of 10 meter repeaters every 20 KHz above 28.6, and as these are always on they can
also be a good indicator of whether or not the band is open. Many have antennas that are quite high so
they are often heard when nothing else on the band is heard.
The CB channels immediately below the 10 meter band [the old 11 meter ham band] are usually very
busy during sporadic-E. If you listen closely you can even hear some interesting "explanations" for the
phenomena.
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Call CQ if you don't hear any activity.
The ionization patch, once generated, will drift to the north east at a speed of 180 mph. The ionization
patch is what reflects your signal and is at the midpath of your contact. You can use this to predict who
you will work next. Often an ionization generating spot will generate several patches, so you will notice
cycles. From my New Mexico location a Sporadic-E session might start with New Orleans coming in
loud, then Arkansas, St. Louis, and if the cloud lasts a long long time, Omaha and Sioux Falls. Often I
can hear several of these locations simultaneously, indicating that several ionized patches are present.
The location of the generating source moves east at about 12.5 degrees per day, so if you had short E
skip in the morning you may have long E-Skip in the evening, and if you had short E-skip in the evening
you may have long skip in the morning. If you worked to the west yesterday, you may work to east
today or tomorrow. So, if I hear New Orleans today, I may hear Alabama from the same patch
tomorrow. If I work California, I know that there are probably several more days of E-skip to come, and
I will plan my future activities accordingly.
When the skip becomes very short, the ionization is very dense and propagation at the next higher band
is possible. So if I hear Dallas working San Antonio on 10 M, I know I have a good shot of working
somewhere in Dixie on Six. Also if 10 meter is open on Sporadic-E; the 12 and 15 meter bands are also
open, and maybe 17 meters and 20 meters as well, but with shorter skip. If you need those close in states
for WAS this is a good time to try for them.
If you want more information on Sporadic-E, look at the ARRL publication; "Beyond Line of Sight".
Also, the VHF column in QST often has hints on working Sporadic-E on 6 meters which apply to 10
meters as well. These are usually in the May and June issues. When it comes to Sporadic-E, 10 meters is
a VHF band, not an HF one.

James R. Duffey KK6MC/5; Grid DM65
30 Casa Loma Road
Cedar Crest NM 87008
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The winner of the Great 4SQRP Logo Contest is Dave Herron N8DAH. Congratulations
Dave. The prizes will be headed your way shortly. The winning entry will be revealed
once we complete the trademark application process.

Got the tuner last night and finished both today. Getting a solid 7.1W out on 20m and using the LCD mod.

Reserve the Date
Ozarkcon 2020 - April 3 & 4, 2020 at Branson, Missouri.........sponsored by
the 4 State QRP Group.
http://www.ozarkcon.com/index.php
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Four State QRP Comfortable nets
meet each Wednesday night beginning at 20:00 Central Time.Add anything to the
exchange that you wish, temp, rig, ant, etc.
Checking into all, sessions is encouraged. We call it the "Clean Sweep".




20:00 CT ... 40M CW Net on 7122 - WQ5RP/ACØBQ/KV6Z NCS
20:30 CT ... 80M CW Net on 3564 - WQ5RP/WAØITP NCS
21:00 CT ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5 - WQ5RP/NØTGR NCS
All are welcome!

____________________________________________
Second Sunday Sprint
Occurs on the second Sunday of each month, 7 to 9 PM Central
Any mode, any band (except WARC & 60 mtrs) 

Suggested frequencies: standard calling freq. plus 7122 and 3564 (CW), and
3985, 7285, and 14285 (SB).
as well as the usual QRP watering holes.

QSO's with the same station on different bands are allowed. CW and SB portions of
a band count as two bands.




Calling CQ is suggested to be "CQ 4S"
Exchange is "RST, SPC, member number (power if non-member)"
5 Watts max CW, 10 Watts PEP max SB.

The station with the most contacts each month will be emailed a certificate.
Furthermore, the top three stations with the most SSS contacts during the year will
also receive certificates via email.
Scores are submitted via the qrpcontest.com/4sqrp website (compliments of
W8DIZ).
For full details, please download the complete rules (PDF) here.
For questions, please contact John (AA0VE): SecondSundaySprint@4sqrp.com
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DMR Voice Net
* NEW! * Wednesday evening DMR Voice Net will be at (Thursday) 0300 UTC
(9:00PM Central Time Wednesday/) Four States QRP has a Brandmeister DMR Talk
Group (TG31654). Join us to discuss QRP, ask questions, or just ragchew. The
Wednesday net is a directed net but any other time you may use the Talk Group to
chat with other QRPers. Net Control operator is Bert N0YJ.
For information and help, check out the DMR subgoup on 4sqrp.groups.io
https://4sqrp.groups.io/g/DigitalFM
_______________________________________________________

Thursday Morning
The Four State morning net has been convened for members who like to start the day on
the air.
We meet each Thursday morning at 8:00 AM Central on 7122 kc.
7122 has become the Four State 40M hangout frequency, and often members can be found
there on any morning.

Editors Note:
Articles are needed to make every Banner issue successful. If you have something of
interest please send it to the editor at the email address below. You do not need to send
a finished article. You can send some comments, notes, etc. and I can put it all together
for you. Pictures are always of interest. Some of the items of interest would be outings
and /or operating events by yourself or a group, construction whether equipment,
antennas, accessories, QRP Field Day, SOTA, etc. Anything QRP is welcome.
editorqrpbanner@gmail.com
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